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I. INTRODUCTION 

d session of the Expert Group (formerly named Expert Group on Statis-
The sec°" tribution of Income, Consumption and Wealth) met in Geneva during the 

:i:s Cf f+hrouph 21 April 1972- The following members of the Expert Group parti-
;?riod 17 ™ gecona session: Mr. R. Beales, United Kingdom;' Mr. K. Bjerke,. 
-ipated iii ^ Budd, United States; Mr. M.R. Eidelman, USSR; Mrs. M.A. Mod, Hungary; 
*^гГ1г khériée, India, Mr. T. Noda, Japan; Mr. C.A. Oomens, Netherlands; Mr. J.V.' ' 

'4' 'lie Argentina and Mr. A. Vanoli, France. In addition to the experts, a 
'^"T^ative of the International Labour Office participated in the meeting. Mr. 
-leales was elected Chairman of the second session. 

. The d ocument for discussion by the second session of the Expert Group was "A - ' 
'•aft sy stem o f statistics of the distribution of income, consumption and accumula-
'i'n" (E/CN.3A25). The Expert Group also had the following background documents: 

(i) "Report of the Sixth Session of the Working Party on National 
Accounts and Balances, 10-lU April 1972", Conference of European 
Statisticians, Conf. Eur. Stats/UG. 22/32. 

(ii) "Report of the Working Group on Statistics of the Distribution 
of Income, Consumption and Wealth" 8-12 November 1971» Economic 
Commission for Latin America, ST/ECLA/Conf.1+2/L.6. 

The Ex pert Group noted that document Б/СП.3/^25 reflected the results of the 
econd r ound of discussions on the draft system of statistics of the distribution of 
:.coce, consumption and accumulation. It represented a revision and extension of 
:cument E/ CN.3/1+00, in the light of the comments of regional meetings, of the first 
ession o f the Expert Group, of the sixteenth session of the Statistical Commission 
•'din co rrespondence from national statistical authorities. It was thought that 
-.usent E/CN.3/1+25, coupled with the report of the second session of the Expert 
•3up, would f urnish the seventeenth session of the Statistical Commission with a 
•; ü le basis for purposes of adopting international guidelines in respect of the 
.ec ives, structure and concepts, definitions, classifications and tabulation of 

" th ?batistics °f the distribution of income, consumption and accumulation, 
•'t o +h best serve this purpose, the Expert Group decided to focus its re-

! notifications, amplifications and clarifications that the Group recom-
m document E/CN.3/1+25. 

insion ad o°t^ ^n^orme(^ that if the seventeenth session of the Statistical Com-
"uld be iss internatio*al guidelines in respect of the system, a publication 
Aula al so ¿T , 0n.^'1^s subject in 1973• It was proposed that the publication 
'lin6 the s tat +^th thS aPProaches to, and the techniques for, gathering and com
bed distrib&t^S ^CS system and with analytical measures of incone and re-
'''nitutions^1^113 Suc'1 as Lorenz curves, Pareto log-normal and other frequency 
h to in CiU(3en.,measures such as Gi-ui ratios. The Expert Group approved of the 
Action and e technical discussion of these, as well as other, aspects of the 

to be u sef"^*lotion of the statistics of the system which, while they would 
/=nal guidei^ ° countries, do not lend themselves to inclusion in the inter-

to the titleS' ^rouP recommended that the phrase "of Households" should be 
consumpti °f s^5^era an order to indicate clearly that it concerned the 

°a and accumulation of households only. 
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II. PURPOSE A ND N ATURE OF TH E STATIS TICS 
(Section II of document E/CN.3/425) 

5 The Expert Group agreed that the statistics of the distribution of income, con
sumption and accumulation are suited for two major purposes, namely (1) assessing 
and developing policies in respect of the economic welfare of the population and (ii) 
formulating income and fiscal policies and evaluating and planning economic and 
social development. The Group thought that paragraph 5 of document E/CN.3/425 should 
be amplified in order to indicate that the two broad categories of uses of the sta
tistics are equally important and that distributions of income, consumption and accu
mulation are important considerations in dealing with welfare policies, income and 
fiscal policies, and economic and social development. 

6. The Group also called attention to the need to indicate that the system con
cerned measurable economic welfare and that it was a sub-system of the system of 
demographic and social statistics which was being formulated. The system of demo
graphic and social statistics as a whole was designed to deal with many other measur
able aspects of the welfare of the population. 

7 • The Group recommended the addition of a paragraph, perhaps following paragraph 
6 of document E/CN.3/425, concerning the values of data on the trends in the distri
bution of income, consumption and accumulation. These data would for example indi
cate whether these distributions were becoming more or less concentrated and the 
effects of economic and social development on the distributions.. For some of these 
purposes, it would be desirable to have data in comparable prices in respect of runs 
of years or at intervals of time. It might also be advantageous to standardize in 
respect of the composition of the population and in respect of the structure of eco
nomic activity in certain forms of analysis. 

8. The Group made the following additional recommendations in respect of Section II 
of document E/CN.3/1+25: 

Sh°Uid indicate the usefulness of data, on primary incomes 
nomic +2S+ kind °f econoraic activity. The kinds of eco
nomic activities that were prevalent and growing or declining in a 
country affected the distribution of incomes. аес11П1Пв « a 

(UÎ iTZall l?dJ ?h?Uld fUrniSh a fuller discussion of the values 
tion of the population?00"16 ^ population and the total consump-

(Ш) Paragraph 12 should call attention to the uses of th* • 
plaining differences in the magnitude oft! 1П 6X~ 
groups of the population. incomes of various 
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III. OBJECTIVES AND CHARACTER OF THE INTERNATIONAL GUIDELINES 
(Section III of document E/CN.5/1+25) 

The Experts considered that the following additions should be made in this sec
tion of the document : 

(i) Paragraph 19 should call attention to the significance of the methods 
used in gathering and compiling the statistics of the system for the 
international comparability of the data. While the international 
guidelines should not include recommendations in respect of these 
methods, they should indicate the likely implications of the tech-

• niques used for international comparability. 

(ii) Pa ragraph 20 should include a brief discussion of the relative burden 
to small countries, as compared to large countries, of household 
sample inquiries for purposes of gathering the statistics of the 
system. It would, in general, be necessary to use the same size of 
sample in the -case of both types of countries ; and would therefore 
be relatively more costly and burdensome for the small countries 
than for the large countries. 

IV. SCOPE AND BROAD PRIORITIES OF THE STATISTICS 
(Section IV of document E/CN.5A25) 

10. T he Expert Group agreed, in general, with the proposed scope of the system in 
terms of the population to be covered and the flows to be included; but recommended 
that the text of the relevant paragraphs should be amended as follows : 

(i) In paragraph 21, a less restrictive view should be taken concerning 
the possibilities of including the institutional population in dis
tributions of income and consumption according to size. While it 
was usually not feasible to cover the entire institutional popula
tion in such distributions, it should be possible, and it would be 
useful, to include at least those persons living in institutions who 
were economically independent. 

(ii)^ In paragraph 25, reference should be made to the practical problems 
which may arise in matching data on income in kind from own produc
tion with the corresponding consumption, when the time at which the 
income was received differed from the time at which the commodities 
were consumed. 

• T he Expert Group recommended that the problems of compiling data in constant or 
comparable prices should be more fully described. These problems were, in many re
spects, of a general character and were, or would be, dealt with in other contexts, 
Jh Particular, in the chapter of the SNA on constant prices and in the papers on the 
System of Quantity and Price Statistics. In these cases references to the documents 
ltl question should be given in the complementary system. Problems also arose which 
^ere specific to statistics of the distribution of income and consumption, for ex-
P e differences in the prices paid by various groups of the population; these 

questions should be dealt with more fully in the complementary system. 
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12 mi* the Group agreed that the document on the system should include a dis- 
"hio? of L priorities to be assigned to its different parts along the Unes of 
oerairapls 26 to 53, it considered that the actual priorities would vary from one 
country to mother: reflecting national needs. It was therefore considered that ; 
specific detailed recommendations should not be made in the international guidelines 
concerning orders of priority. Th e Group recommended that paragraphs 28 to 33 should 
be amended accordingly. 

13. Th e Group recommended the following additional amendments to the section relat
ing to priorities: 

(i) In paragraph 29, it should be pointed out that reporting discrepancies 
often limited the possibility of using data on saving as a basis for 
cross-checking data on current receipts and outlays. 

(ii) Priorities should be discussed in relation to the different types of 
transaction only; the reference in paragraph 30 to attaching differ
ent orders of priority to data on the population living in house
holds and on the population living in institutions' should be deleted. 

(iii) T he last sentence of paragraph 31 should be redrafted so as to avoid 
an apparent contradiction with the preceding sentence. 

(iv) The third sentence in paragraph 32 should be deleted. 
\ 

V. STRUCTURE OF THE SYSTEM 
(Section V of document E/CN.3/l+25) 

A • General 

lU' i-en?5ert,Cr?UL^nfi/?ered that.table 1 "The accounts of the complementary 
rencrt mo<^fied in terms of the recommendations in this 
th« *T 1 Thpv м a 5rf1 f framework for the system in the case of countries using 
Utí.e o? feed,tha mthe tables show in section С "The system in relation 
in this "«rort shoredTh" ' & ,еге^.Ьо take account of the Group's recommendations 
t he transactions о f t he ^ П°"3 °f the ^stem ^ built up from 

Group on fictional Accounts 

the structurr'of\hrcLnlemíntrd table 1 clearly delineates 
is much more difficult to utilizf^-r^8 Ш ^°Г coutlhries applying SNA, it 
'-с agreed that ancï.ervarîaîitо^аьГ^Г USÍng ^ there" 
the same main aggregates are shewn я<2 i +Ï should oe prepared, in which 
frcr. ccm.pcner.ts which can be more readiîv 6 present table> but built up 
Ш ПС1;3 ard USlr'S • «« KFS-oriented LSÍologJ.1" teraS of 
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"It vas not feasible to prepare this variant of the table during 
the session of the Working Party. The participants of Czechoslovakia 
and the USSR agreed to prepare shortly after the meeting a joint propos
al which will be circulated to the other countries using MPS present 
at the meeting for comments, and which will then be submitted to the Sec
retariat. It is expected that agreement on the MPS variant of the table 
can be reached in time, to enable it to be included in the documentation' 
which will be submitted to the seventeenth session of the Statistical 
Commission. Should this appear not to be possible, then the part of 
E/CN.3/U25 dealing with the identification of the flows of the comple
mentary system in terms of MPS should be considered as provisional and 
further work on the subject could be carried out as a continuation of 
the project on SNA-MPS links". 

16. Th e Expert Group discussed the possibilities of overcoming the difficulties 
outlined in the preceding paragraph by preparing .an abridged version of table 1 but 
were unable to reach agreement. They therefore decided that if these materials were 
furnished to the Secretariat in good time for inclusion in the documentation for the 
seventeenth session of the Statistical Commission, they should constitute an adden
dum to the Group's Report. It should be made clear in the addendum that the MPS 
countries had prepared the tables and that the Expert Group had not reviewed them. 

B. Modifications in the concepts of the system - . 

17. Th e Expert Group recommended the modifications and clarifications in the con
cepts of the system described in document E/CN.3/^25 that are set out below: (where 
appropriate, they should be reflected in alterations in table 1 of the document) 

(i) The system should allow for the calculation of entrepreneurial in
come, and therefore primary, distributed factor, and available in
comes and saving, gross of the consumption of fixed assets; the 
concepts net of depreciation should also be retained for the use 
of those countries who are able to compile the data in this form. 
Some countries found it difficult to gather and compile meaning
ful and reliable figures of the provisions for the consumption of 
fixed assets. 

(ii) Ne t rents (in some cases gross,of depreciation) in respect of 
owner-occupied dwellings and other structures, the owners of which 
were not engaged in the real estate industry, should be classed as 
property income instead of as entrepreneurial income. Otherwise 
anomalies occurred because the owners of owner-occupied dwellings 
and the other structures were treated as earners, though they were 
not considered to be economically active by virtue of the owner
ship of the property. 

(iii) Contributions in respect of private pension funds and premiums in 
respect of life insurance annuities should be recorded gross of 
service charges in view of the difficulties of allocating those 
charges among various groups of households. 
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(iv) Where the difficulties of distinguishing premiums in respect of the 
annuity aspects from premiums in respect of other features of the 
mixed-type policies of life insurance companies were substantial, 
transactions might be recorded in respect of the premiums and bene
fits of all types of policies in the case of the redistribution 
sub-account. 

18. In one view, receipts from casualty insurance policies and workmen s compensa
tion in respect of outlays on hospital and other medical expenses should not be re
corded in benefits from these forms of insurance because the recipients were no better 
off than if they had not found it necessary to incur these outlays. The Group, how
ever, decided to retain these receipts in casualty insurance benefits because they 
financed outlays which were included in final consumption expenditure and the recip
ients of the benefits would need to finance the outlays from other sources if they 
did not have the insurance. The Experts agreed that though lump sum receipts from 
workmen's compensation or casualty insurance in respect of accidental permanent im
pairment were, in principle, capital transfers, the receipts should be treated as 
casualty insurance benefits as it was not feasible to separate these receipts from 
those which were current transactions, for example compensation for medical expenses 
incurred and loss of current income. 

19. The Experts considered that paragraph 39 '°f' document E/CN.3A25 should be ampli
fied in order to discuss more fully the usefulness and difficulties of the income 
concept that takes into account the incidence of indirect taxes on final consumption 
expenditure. 

VI. THE DE FINITION A ND CL ASSIFICATION OF THE STATISTICAL UNITS 
(Section VI of document E/CN.3/%25) 

A. The statistical units 

20. The Experts agreed that the household and the individual should be the basic 
statistical units in the system. The Group considered that the other units referred 

in paragraph 67 of E/CN.3/U25 - the job, the individual enterprise and the indivi
dual flow of income - were also useful for certain analytical purposes. The Group 

commended that the reference to these additional units should be retained and that 
latiinûSinSï« Ï6 Til fully.described- It was felt, however, that specific tabu-
lines ° 6Se un*bs sbouId n°t be included in the international guide-

g^ «h»" be used as a supplementary sta 
as education and " l" íí* С"8е 0f aspects of consumption expenditure su 
cary income d S *tatiatiaal - th. case of pri 

22. It was pointed out that the choice of the static-Hnoi •+ л л л  sources fren which data vara „M.u Л J u.. Statistical unit depended on the 
data obtained from different s 6 u that difficulties often arose in matchini 
lated ver^differen? "сГёхапмГ" Та?" «nits to vhich the data : 
vith data gathered in household surveys" 'rhe^roîn derlVed Jrorr' lncome tax records 
should be discussed more fullv in -r- i GrouP recommended that these problems 
dealt -,1th in document Е/ОТОДи V"Si°n °f System than they 
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В. The definition of statistical units 

^ z The Ex perts considered that in accordance with the recommendations in respect 
f population censuses, the head of the household should be considered to be the in

dividual who is generally recognized as such. Paragraph 73 should therefore be 
deleted. 

2k. The Group recommended that an explicit definition should be given of the terms 
"earners" and "income recipients". Earners should be defined to include all persons 
who received forms of primary income, as defined in the report. The term "income 
recipient", should be used in respect of distributive factor income and available ' 
income and should be defined to include all persons who received incomes of these 
types. I t was also recommended that in addition to the concept of earners, the con
cept of full-year regular(full-time for their occupation) earners should be intro
duced and that distributions of primary income should be shown per earner (for all 
earners) and per full-year regular earner. The Experts agreed that earners should 
include unpaid family workers as defined for- purposes of population censuses, that 
is persons who worked in an economic enterprise operated by a relative for at least 
one-third of the normal working hours, who lived in the same household and who were 
not paid wages or salaries. 

C. Classifications of the statistical units 

1. Types of classifications to be used 

25• T he Experts recommended that in an introductory paragraph to this section of" 
the document, attention should be drawn to the problem of reconciling the levels of 
detail that are required in classifications for analytical purposes with the limita
tions in this respect that are imposed by the size of the sample used to gather the 
data. 

26. T he Group made the following further recommendations in respect of this section of Е/ОТ.3Д25: * P 

(i) Re ference should be made to the values for purposes such as the analy
sis of welfare, and of distributions of the total available income 
of the population according to size. 

(ii) T he final version of the international guidelines should include a 
discussion of the usefulness in the case of the developing countries 
of distributions according to size of consumption expenditure as an 
alternative to distributions according to size of income, which may 
be unavailable or unreliable. 

2* Classifications according to size of an aggregate 

need Group recommended that in paragraph 79J r eference should be made to 
accordine +Г ^'s*'rfkutions according to the size of per capita income, as well as 

0 e si2e of the aggregate income of households. 
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26. îha Experts agreed that for purposes of distributions according to fractile 
«oupî, t£ use of ten instead of twelve groups of equal size (deciles) should be 
recorded. It vas thought to be desirable to sub-divide further the highest frac- 
tile crouo tut not the lowest fractile group. For some purposes it vould be advan
tageous to distinguish households or individuals with negative incomes and with zero 
incoc.es. 

5. Classifications according to the characteristics of individuals 

ÍS). The Expert Group made the following comments in respect of the classification 
according tc socio-economic classes: 

(i) An introductory paragraph should be included in the text explaining 
the dual use of the classification, namely for purposes of classi
fying individuals according to their own socio-economic status and 
for purposes of classifying households according to the socio
economic status of the head of the household. 

(ii) It should be indicated that where the person who would normally be 
considered the head of the household is not living there, the house
hold should be classified according to the socio-economic status of 
the person living in the household who is recognized as the de facto 
head. 

(iii) In one view the condensed level of the classification (the major 
groups) should be modified so that own account workers and employers 
would be separated, and employees outside agriculture would be divided 
into manual and non-manual workers. The Expert Group as a whole did 
not approve of the proposed changes and recommended that the major 
groups shown in E/CÏI.3/1+25 should be retained. 

(iv) Lajor group 5 (economically inactive persons living in households) 
should be sub-divided into (a) persons living mainly from social 
security benefits, (b) persons living mainly from private pensions, 
annuities and/or property income, (c) persons living mainly from 
other transfers of income, for example transfers from an absent 
household head and (d) students. The definition of major group 6 
i persons living in institutions) should be clarified. A separate 
category should also be provided in respect of vagrants and simi
lar persons; they would be very difficult to cover in income dis
tribution and related statistics. 

of'ar^'sh^cld^p^^t-^^ classification according to age, five-year groups 
difSdLin the interns. throughout. It „-as also agreed «¿t age should be 
- П-- as in tne international recommendations in respect of censuses of population-

a" »• the »»« to „hlch classifications 
crited .tor- fully Attention f» t0 occuPatl°n таУ be put should be des-
for OUA'MS of rtudvlífw *al"llea t0 the usefulness of such classifications 
tiens end 1er purposes of examining the"effecttl,Sr° ?irierent industries and occupa-
dustry and occupations cn the distribution of incomeS?"®" ™ StrUCtUre °f 
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The Group noted that the classification of educatiogg^ajfginment in E/CN.3/^25 
, based on the latest available draft of the International/Classification of Educa
tion (ISCED). It was agreed that the final version of the system should be amended, 
if necessary, in order to incorporate any changes introduced in ISCED. 

55 The Experts recommended that in the case of the classification of household size, 
œiiiors should be defined as all persons below the minimum school-leaving age. 

VII. DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION OF INCOMES 
(Section VII of document E/CN.3A25) 

A. Primary and distributed factor incomes 

}1+. The Expert Group made the following recommendations in respect of the definitions 
of compensation of employees and of wages and salaries: 

(i) Paragraph 105 of document E/CN.3/Í+25 should be amplified to indicate 
that it is often feasible to gather data on employers' contributions 
to social security schemes on behalf of each of their employees but 
not data on the employers ' contributions to private pension, family 
allowance and similar schemes on their behalf. 

(ii) Co mpensation of employees and wages and salaries should include the 
outlays in cash and in kind made to domestic servants, even when for 
purposes of the statistics of income distribution, the domestic 
servants are included as part of the household in which they serve. 

F/n\r v/L ^x^er^s по^е<* that, contrary to the impression given by paragraph 107 of 
л ^^^erences In "the definition of wages and salaries between the system 

an e MPS were not statistically significant. This was so because: 

(i) Heimbursement for the costs of transport and hotels incurred in busi
ness travel was not included in wages arid salaries; only reimbursement 
for food and other out-of-pocket outlays was included. It was not 
ifficult to separate the latter element of wages and salaries from 

the rest of wages and salaries. 

(ii) A s sick-leave payments were made by social security schemes, and not 
У employers, these payments were not included in wages and salaries 

according to the definitions of the system. 

*") Payments to authors were classed as wages and salaries in the MPS; 
epen ing on the circumstances of the payments, they might also be 
епГ ? Va^es anc* salaries in the system. In any case, the differ-
the6 ej?ween system and the MPS because these payments might, in 
incom^S ' Ье ^rea^ed as a ^огт of property income or entrepreneurial 
fín f' rather than as wages and salaries, was statistically insigni-
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36. The Experts considered that for purposes of the system, net rents should not be 
imputed in respect of owner-occupied dwellings in the case of countries using the 
MPS because rents were generally less than the costs of housing services in these 
countries and imputations in respect of net rents would therefore be negative. 

B. Current transfers 

37. The Experts agreed that a category A IF "unallocable" should be added to the 
classification of current unrequited transfers according to purpose in table б of 
document E/CN.3/425. Th is category was needed because of the mixed character of 
certain transfers that households received in connexion with the loss of income, job 
or accident. It was emphasized that the difficulties of using the classification 
according to purpose proposed in table б varied from one country to another, depend
ing on the laws and institutional arrangements in respect of the transfers that gov
ernments made to households. 

C. Available income and current receipts 

39. The Expert Group recommended that the definition of current receipts in para
graph l4l of E/CN.3/425 should be spelled out in terms of the flows that were in
cluded, namely wages and salaries, income of members from producers ' co-operatives, 
property income received (without a deduction of property income paid), casualty in
surance benefits, benefits from private pension funds and from annuity life insurance 
policies, and unrequited current transfers. 

с 

39- The Experts also recommended that at the end of section VII, a paragraph should 
be added describing the passage from available income to total available income of 
the population. It was agreed that the latter concept should be termed "total 
available income in order to distinguish it from the concept of total income that 
was linked to disposable income. 

VIII. D EFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION OF CONSUMPTION 
(Section VIII of document E/CN.3/425) 

ïicatîE SPnL?T^aer.eed tha' the SeCtion relating 40 ««finition and classi-final consumption expenditure should be amended as indicated below: 

^ °í paymerrts to domestic servants should be clarified* 
ЛЕТЕЯ" 1?Cbded 1П final consumption expenditure 
EpîoJerE a°tS аГе liVi,,g in the households of their 

SÛsr^°deboountsC!i;o"îdnb SaleS ЬУ househ°lâ* "-a of deferred re 
as negative consumption! ' Gxp ; these items should be treated 

^uírLthaad%"dertMfs^SaPhK11'5 Sh°Uld Ье delet^ * sentence 
housing component of Dersone? explaining that in the MPS, the 
dwellings vE !ûlu!d Я i» respect of rented 
rial inputs), and not in tents ofEhe гЕРГЕЙаПу>1ГвГ ^ 

(il)  

(iii) 

/ 
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C'v) I n paragraph lb6 it should be pointed out that for a number of pur-
1 poses, the two-digit level of the SNA classification of household 

goods and services was not sufficiently detailed and that the three-
digit level would therefore need to be used. 

41 The Group agreed that the coverage of total consumption of the population could 
not be the same in micro statistics as in macro statistics because some of the com
ponents of the macro concept could not be allocated to individual households. In 
particular, it would be necessary to exclude items В 7.1 and 7.2, D 5 and 6 and E 7.1 
of table 7 of section VIII, E/CN.3/i+25, in the context of micro statistics. The 
Group recommended that paragraph 150 should be amended accordingly. 

42. T he Experts considered that paragraph 1^7 of E/CN.3A25 should be modified in 
order to make it clear that only those benefits in kind which were not covered by 
wages and salaries should be added to final consumption expenditure (personal con
sumption) . 

IX. DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION OF ACCUMULATION 
(Section IX of document E/CN.3A25) 

43. It was pointed out that when unincorporated enterprises did not keep accounts, 
it might be easier to make estimates of depreciation on the basis of data on the 
quantity of the stocks of fixed assets valued in terms of current prices than in 
terms of the original cost of the assets. The situation would arise in the case of 
some developing countries. It was agreed that this point should be mentioned in 
paragraph 158 of E/CN.3A25. 

№. The Expert Group agreed that paragraph 159 of E/CN.3A25 might be deleted be
cause in practice the treatment of consumption of fixed capital is essentially the 
same in the case of countries using the SNA and in the case of countries using the 
MPS. 

X. THE TABLES OF THE SYSTEM 
(Section X of document E/CN.3A25) 

A. General considerations 

The Expert Group discussed the section of document E/CN.3A25 on the tables of 
th6 q+S^m í"11 -^Sht, inter alia, of the conclusions of the sixteenth session of 
guid Commission that the number of tables included in the international . 
of bLln\S ®hould be kept to a minimum, and that the guidelines should include a core 
add i 1C As anà indications as to the kinds of tables that it would be useful to 

a or er to satisfy certain requirements. 

guideli6 E xper^s recommended that the tables to be included in the international 
suPportedSbSh°Uld relate to the main flows of the system and that they should be 
these fi У tW° Se^s iüustrative, more detailed tables on the components of 
case of c'S I <?Пе set case °f countries using the SNA and the other in the 
E/CN.3/4pcU using the MPS. The more detailed tables proposed in annex II of. 

vere considered to be suitable illustrations of the supporting tables in 
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th. case of the forcer countries but not in the case of the latter countries. In 
addition supplementary tables, vhich dealt with tabulations of the data of the system 
for puroóses oí special requirements, should be described in general terms in the text 
of the guidelines. 

The Group considered that the tables in annex II of document E/Cid.3/425 indi
cated, on the whole, the tables vhich should be included in the international guide
lines' ir. respect of the long-range goals of the system. Countries would usually pre 
ñare a. very large nui Ьег of valuable tables if they had the data of the system. In 
general, the tables in the annex indicated the major directions and ways in which the 
data of the system might be tabulated in order to satisfy the basic needs for data on 
the distribution of income, consumption and accumulation. It was necessary to deal 
more fully than was the case in E/CId.3/425 with tabulations for purposes of meeting 
less general requirements for the statistics. The technical portion of the publica
tion on the system should discuss techniques of analysing, as well as methods of 
summarizing, the data of the system. 

43. The Experts next discussed ways of organizing the tables in annex II. They 
noted that in the annex the tables were grouped in the following fashion: three 
tables vhich linked the summary data of the system with the national accounts and 
balances (Tables 1-3); three tables which summarized and correlated the main flows of 
the system for socio-economic classes and groups of size of income (Tables 4-6); 
tables which dealt with each stage in the formation and use of incomes in the case of 
socio-eccncmic classes and groups of the size of the income aggregates in question or 
'hich portrayed selected characteristics of households and individuals with which in
comes and consumption varied (Tables f-2l); and four tables which give cross-classi-
firatiens of key aggregates of the system according to socio-economic classes and 
groups cf site cf income. It was suggested that the tables would be more easily com-

pect 
.„ , . . - — w - -- — crgan-
.u"ПП ' • ~ "S Рге^егаИе because attention was focussed on the various stages 

if ^7™fl0nAn? use.of incotne- It was also suggested that the tables in respect 
° " ̂П. .г,°°e resPec^ individuals should not be interspersed. The 

iSl ih,t "f? £hould * »** to a number of the tables in annex II in v *"3 explain the contents clearly. 

B. Tables 

T. Tables 1 through 5 

V). 
f the луг tern, using the broad / '• . e devoted to summarizing the aggregates 
ccncric classification) In °?10:?COnSlc classes (the major groups of the socio 

considered tk-Ч vo' l^ 'be dpc' inÇ daba called for in the table, the Exper 
houschclJ sample'ir.quirlcs ÍÍÍÍÍV' ffSible> to ^ust the results of the 
oor-pilir.r the other, mure detailed tabl eeneral> .be necessary to rely in 
her.sive sources cf ir.forr.atior qimh » KS °f bS sirsbein' with data from more compre-
r.ati r.al nocountir.s estimates' ТЬР s ^Opalat;ion censuses, income tax returns, and 
twern private consumption exD¡nditure\nd thecal0* should also shc-' the links be-
hetween availael-; moer..-- -nd* total 1, • consumption of the population an total available income of the population. 
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The Expert Group recommended that a table should be added to the guidelines 
h' h would compare the estimates of the main flows for all households from the micro 
Yt i sties of the system, from the macro statistics of the system, and from the na
tional accounts. This reconciliation table should also set out the differences be
tween the sets of estimates that resulted from the conceptual differences.. T he dif
ference between the sets of estimates that arose from variance in sampling and re
sponse might also be shown and should, in any case, be dealt with in explanatory 
notes'to the reconciliation table on the reliability and accuracy of the estimates. 

51. T he Experts decided that tables 2 and 3j on the classification of unrequited 
transfers according to type, purpose and origin or destination, should not be in
cluded among the basic tables of the system; they should be considered to be supple
mentary tables only and therefore be described in the text of the guidelines. 

2. Tables k-6 

52. The Experts agreed that it would be desirable to include two supplementary 
tables similar to tables 5a and 5b in which households were classified according to 
size of current receipts. It may be necessary for some countries to use current re
ceipts as a proxy for available income; distributions according to size of current 
receipts are also of interest for certain forms of fiscal and welfare analysis. 

3. Tables 7-8 

55- T he Experts noted that in tables 8a and 8b the same number of income recipients, 
namely the total number, in the case of each household was to be used in determining 
the income per income recipient in respect of each type of income. Attention was 
called to the analytical values of using the number of recipients of a given form of 
income in each household in order to determine the income per income recipient. 
While it was recognized that this computation went further in removing the effect of 
differences in the number of income recipients on the level of household incomes 
an the statistics proposed in the tables, it had not been included in the proposed 
a les because of the greater difficulties of computation. 

Tables 9 through 11 

5ju T he Group recommended that items on the compensation of employees and wages and 
through8] 1П CaSe OÍ> *и11~Уеаг> regular employees should be added to tables 9 
«ь„, • * was also agreed that all the components of primary income should be 
stovn in tables 10 and 11. 

5- Table 12 

out MV! "xPert Group recommended that it should be made clear that households with-
earners were excluded from the table. , 

6. Table 13 

the +ÜÜ+ agreed that this table should be a supplementary table and be described 
text only of the guidelines. 
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7. Table lb 

57. The Experts noted that contrary to the other tables relating to mi£ro statis
tics, this table called for data in terms of absolute values; it was intended that 
estimates for the population covered, rather than the averages computed directly 
from the sample, should be presented in the table. It was agreed that this should 
be clarified in the text. 

58. The Group considered that this table would be more valuable, and in some cases 
more easily compiled, if it, in addition, included households, a member or members 
of which other than the head owned one or more unincorporated enterprises. It was 
agreed that the table should be modified in this manner. It was also agreed that in 
the case of a partnership of two or more persons who belong to different households, 
entrepreneurial income from, and gross capital formation in, the business should be 
divided between the households concerned. 

8. Tables 15-17 

59» The Expert Group recommended that an additional table should be included in 
this set of tables to show the total available income of the population and the 
passage from available income to the aforementioned aggregate and which classified 
the income due to services provided free or at reduced cost according to sources of 
finance. 

60. It was pointed out that total available income shown in the table described above 
would not cover the full range of benefits in kind included in total available income 
as defined for the purpose of the macro statistics. The Experts considered that the 
difference between the macro and micro estimates should be shown in the reconciliation 
table of the system. 

9» Tables 18-20 

+ 1' Group recommended that an additional table should be included be
tween tables 18a and 18b to show the passage between final consumption expenditure 

CC"sumpÎion] and total consumption of the population and which would be 
noïdîn^ ÎLfаГа Г î° th? that is ^escribed above in respect of the corres-
Sííifií?^n^-CePîS* П thÍS tablC the eleraents of benefits in kind would be classified according to purpose. 

accorÏÏLEÎoetheGIva?i«hï°Tnded ^ *П table 19' hous®holds should be ordered 
to the available -lnoomp nr +hC°v!e ^вГ member oP bhe household, rather than according 
which are not able to сотрие^ПаЬ^п1^0^ ? P°irited out that countries 

ing to available income per household Г fractile groups ordered accord-
groups ordered according to per capita final' оопч V°mPlle " ±П termS °f fraCtl 

Р linal consumption expenditure. 
10. Table 21 

63. The Experts noted that the data tn „u 
value of each type of transaction per household1 ,this table related to average 
transactions as was indicated in E/CN.3/1+25 П°Ь Ь° the averaSe value of 
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a The Gr oup recommended that capital transfers and transactions in land should be 
dded to the items.of transactions shown in table 21. 

ce It was also recommended that a table similar to table 21 should be added show
ing average value of transactions per household classified according to size of 
income. 

11. Other tables 

66. The Expert Group agreed that the international guidelines should include addi
tional tables on the average primary income of earners classified according to (i) 
kind o f economic activity and (ii) occupation. The classification according to kind 
of activity should be in terms of the divisions (two-digit categories) of the ISIC 
and the c lassification according to occupation should be in terms of the major 
groups ( one-digit categories) of the ISCO. 




